ABSTRACT This paper derives an iterative deadlock prevention policy for systems of simple sequential processes with resources (S 3 PRs) based on structural analysis, which consists of two stages. The first stage is called siphons control. Strict minimal siphons (SMSs) in an S 3 PR net are computed and control places are added by imposing P-invariants associated with the complementary sets of the SMSs, which restricts no legal system behavior. The original resource places are removed and the newly added control places are regarded as resource places, resulting in a new net, which needs to add control places for its SMSs if deadlocks persist. Repeat this step until a new net without SMSs is obtained. Then, an S 4 PR, called the first-controlled net, is obtained by integrating all added control places into the original net. The second stage, called non-maxmarked siphons control, is performed in an iterative way if the system is not live yet. At each iteration, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem is formulated to compute a non-max-marked siphon, and a control place is added for the siphon to the first-controlled net, resulting in an augmented net. The iteration is executed until a final-augmented net generates no new non-max-marked siphon. In general, based on the above two stages, this paper can obtain a supervisor with more behavior permissiveness compared to the previous studies. Moreover, an optimal supervisor can be found if a first-controlled net has no nonmax-marked siphon, implying that the second stage is not necessary. Finally, some examples are provided to demonstrate the proposed policy.
reachability graph of Petri nets [10] , [29] , [35] , [42] , and the other is to design a supervisor by structural analysis, such as siphon control [2] , [7] [8] [9] , [12] and resource-transition circuits (RT-circuits) [52] , [57] [58] [59] [60] .
Since deadlock prevention is a static strategy, an off-line computing mechanism is usually used to control the allocation of resources such that an FMS does not reach any deadlock state. A control mechanism by structural analysis can be built in advance. Therefore, this paper proposes a deadlock prevention policy based on siphon control for FMSs.
In a Petri net, once a siphon loses its tokens, it remains unmarked under any subsequent marking. Therefore, the related transitions cannot fire and the net loses liveness. Ezpeleta et al. [2] present a method of adding control places for S 3 PR nets by studying the relationship between deadlocks and siphons. However, it considerably restricts the behaviors of a net in general. A feasible liveness-enforcing Petri net supervisor is mainly assessed from three aspects: (1) behavior permissiveness, (2) computational complexity, and (3) structural complexity. Therefore, more behavior permissiveness, lower computational and structural complexity contribute to an elegant supervisor.
However, designing a supervisor that satisfies the above criteria generally has been proved to be difficult. The number of strict minimal siphons (SMSs) in a Petri net has an exponential relationship with the structural size of the net. As a net structure grows, the number of control places that need to be added increases quickly. To reduce structural complexity, the concept of elementary siphons in a Petri net is proposed by Li and Zhou [39] . They prove that under certain conditions, a Petri net supervisor can be obtained by simply controlling the elementary siphons. Thereby, the structural complexity of a supervisor can be greatly reduced. A drawback of the elementary-siphon-based supervisor design is that an obtained supervisor is in general not maximally permissive.
Compared with other methods, an iterative siphon control can achieve more behavior permissiveness. Huang et al. [40] propose an iterative deadlock prevention policy based on mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for S 3 PR nets. To enhance the modeling ability and convenience of S 3 PR nets, some generalized subclasses of Petri nets, such as S 4 PR nets, are presented for modeling and analysis of manufacturing systems. In an S 3 PR, deadlocks control can be implemented by ensuring that SMSs are always marked. In an S 4 PR, a deadlock can occur even if SMSs are marked at any reachable markings. Barkaoui and Pradat-Peyre study maxcontrolled siphons in an S 4 PR [4] . Zhong and Li [1] propose an iterative approach to analyze the liveness of an S 4 PR by utilizing this concept and obtain interesting results.
A maximally permissive, also called optimal, supervisor can bring in high utilization of resources in a system. Motivated by the works in [1] and [40] , this paper proposes a deadlock prevention policy for S 3 PR nets in an iterative way to obtain a more permissive supervisor. The policy includes two stages. In order not to generate new SMSs in an iterative siphon control, most existing policies in the literature adopt a method in which the output arcs of control places are bounded to the source transitions, which restricts behavior permissiveness. Here, a novel approach, called siphons control, is developed in the first stage. Specifically, given an S 3 PR, the SMSs are computed and control places are added for them in the net. Then, the original resource places in the original net model as well as their corresponding arcs are removed and the added control places are regarded as new resource places, which results in a new net. Then, we compute the SMSs in this new net. The above processes should be processed until no SMSs can be found. An S 4 PR, called first-controlled net, is obtained by integrating all the control places added at each iteration into the original net. This stage does not need to bind the output arcs of control places to the source transitions, thus preventing behavior permissiveness from being restricted. However, the added control places may produce new SMSs. As a result, the first-controlled net may not be live. In the second stage, an MILP problem is formulated to check whether the net has a non-max-marked siphon or not. This stage is called non-max-marked siphons control, where it does not need to compute all SMSs such that computational overheads are reduced. If there is no nonmax-marked siphon, then the net is proved to be live and maximally permissive; otherwise, a control place is added for the siphon to the net, resulting in a new augmented net. The above step should be repeated until a non-max-marked siphon no longer exists. Eventually, a final-augmented net with more behavior permissiveness is obtained.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews two special classes of Petri nets: S 3 PR nets and S 4 PR nets. Siphons control is presented in Section III. The corresponding notions of max-controlled siphons are utilized to design control places in Section IV. Section V proposes a deadlock prevention policy. Section VI gives several examples to demonstrate the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions and further research topics are exposed in Section VII. An appendix presents the basic definitions and properties of Petri nets used throughout the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Some basic notions of Petri nets are shown in the Appendix. This section mainly reviews the definitions of S 4 PR nets [1] and S 3 PR nets [2] . In what follows, N + denotes the set of positive integers, N |P| denotes the set of |P|−dimensional vectors and let I m = {1, 2, . . . , m} be a set of indices.
A. S 4 PR
Definition 1: A generalized connected self-loop-free net N = i∈I m N i = (P, T , F, W ) is said to be an S 4 PR if:
∪ P R is a partition such that: (1) P S = i∈I m P S i is the set of operation places, where for all i = j, P S i = ∅ and P S i ∩ P S j = ∅; (2) P 0 = i∈I m {p 0 i } is the set of idle places; and (3) P R = i∈I m P R i is the set of resource places. VOLUME 7, 2019 3) T = i∈I m T i is the set of transitions, where for all i = j, T i = ∅ and T i ∩ T j = ∅. 4) For all i ∈ I m , the subnetN i generated by P S i ∪ {p 0 i } ∪T i is a strongly connected state machine such that its every circuit contains idle place p 0 i . 5) For all r ∈ P R , there exists a unique minimal P-semiflow I r ∈ N |P| such that {r} = ||I r || ∩ P R , P 0 ∩ ||I r || = ∅, P S ∩ ||I r || = ∅, and I r (r) = 1. 6) P S = r∈P R (||I r ||\{r}).
Definition 2:
An initial marking M 0 is acceptable for an
= ∅, as shown in [1] . Definition 3 [5] : Let r be a resource place, S be an SMS and I r be a P-semiflow associated with r in an S 4 PR. The set of holders of resource r, denoted as H (r), is defined as the difference of two multisets I r and r, i.e., H (r) = I r − r. As a multiset, Th(S) = r∈S R H (r)− r∈S R ,p∈S S I r (p)p is called the complementary set of siphon S. Th S (p) denotes an element p in Th(S).
B. S 3 PR
Note that an S 3 PR is a proper subclass of S 4 PR. Therefore, an S 3 PR can be established based on Definition 1. The related notion is shown in [61] .
Definition 4 [61] : An S 3 PR is an ordinary connected selfloop-free Petri net N = (P 0 ∪ P S ∪ P R , T , F, W ) defined as the union of a set of nets
• t is the set of all input places of all input transitions of place r. Similarly, r •• = t∈r • t • represents the set of all output places of all output transitions of place r. Transitions in (P 0 ) • ( • (P 0 )) are called source (sink) transitions that represent the entry (exit) of raw materials when a manufacturing system is modeled with an S 3 PR.
Let S be an SMS in an S 3 PR N = (P S ∪ P 0 ∪ P R , T , F). S can be represented by S S ∪ S R , where S R = S ∩ P R and S S = S ∩ P S , as shown in [2] . Definition 5 [2] : Let (N , M 0 ) be a marked S 3 PR. For r ∈ P R , H (r) = •• r ∩ P S , the operation places that use r, is called the set of holders of r. Let [S] = ( r∈S R H (r))\S.
[S] is called the complementary set of siphon S.
Operation places in a siphon S compete for resources with operation places in [S] . When all tokens in resource places of S flow into operation places in [S], S is emptied, which results in dead transitions. Hence, we need to construct a control place to ensure that siphon S can be marked at any reachable marking of an S 3 PR net.
III. SIPHONS CONTROL
In an S 3 PR, the presence of unmarked siphons leads to dead transitions. It is necessary to ensure that siphons are marked at any reachable markings through some external control mechanisms. It can be achieved by adding control places so that a control place and the complementary set of a siphon constitute a P-invariant. This section proposes an iterative way to control unmarked siphons. At the beginning, SMSs are computed in a marked S 3 PR net (N , M 0 ) and control places are added for them. After that, resource places with their related arcs are removed and the control places with their related arcs are reserved to obtain a new net. Note that the net is an ES 3 PR. Continue to compute SMSs by regarding the newly added control places as resource places until no new SMSs are produced. Then, a first-controlled net is obtained by integrating all added control places with their related arcs at each iteration into the net (N , M 0 ). The definition of ES 3 PR is introduced first.
Definition 6: An ES 3 PR is an ordinary connected selfloop-free Petri net N = (P 0 ∪ P S ∪ P R , T , F, W ), with P = P 0 ∪ P S ∪ P R , defined as the union of a set of nets
2) For all r ∈ P R , there exists a unique minimal P-semiflow I r ∈ N |P| such that {r} = ||I r || ∩ P R , P 0 ∩ ||I r || = ∅, P S ∩ ||I r || = ∅, and for all p ∈ ||I r ||, I r (p) = 1. In order to obtain an optimal supervisor, we need to ensure that no legal behavior in (N , M 0 ) can be restricted. Hence, a method of adding control places based on the complementary sets of SMSs is presented as shown below.
Proposition 1: Let S be an SMS in a marked ES 3 PR (N , M 0 ). A control place V S is added such that p∈ [S] p + V S is a P-semiflow of the resulting net (N α , M α 0 ), where for all Proof:
In addition, since [S] ∪ S is the support of a P-semiflow in (N , M 0 ), it is also a P-semiflow in (N α , M α 0 ). We conclude
Combining (1) with (2), we obtain M (S) ≥ ξ S ≥ 1, which implies that S can be marked at any reachable marking due to the control place V S . A siphon S is said to be optimally controlled if its added control place restricts only illegal behavior and preserves all legal behavior in (N , M 0 ), which means that the number of tokens in the complementary set of S should be maximal under the condition that S cannot be unmarked.
Theorem 1: Let S be an SMS in a marked ES 3 PR (N , M 0 ), and a control place V S is designed for it by Proposition 1. S is optimally controlled if ξ S = 1.
Proof:
. Therefore, we can say that S is optimally controlled.
An SMS can be optimally controlled by designing a control place according to Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. However, if each SMS in (N , M 0 ) is optimally controlled, it may produce new SMSs due to the added control places. Besides, added control places will increase the structural complexity of the resulting net. It is more difficult to compute the new SMSs. To mitigate this problem, an iterative method is used. For a marked S 3 PR net, at each iteration, original resource places with their related arcs are removed and the added control places with their related arcs are reserved, resulting in a new net, which is a relatively efficient and accurate approach to find the SMSs derived from the added control places.
In what follows, a marked
We can also define F in another way such as
The reason why we divide arcs in F into four subsets is to well define the resulting net at each iteration. F P 1 and F P 2 are the arcs linking operation places and idle places with transitions, which cannot be changed at each iteration; F R 1 and F R 2 are the arcs linking resource places with transitions, which need to be changed at each iteration.
) is said to be an i-order controlled net of (N , M 0 ) if it satisfies the following statements for i ∈ I m : 1) i = {V S |S ∈ i−1 } is a set of control places, where As mentioned, an i-order controlled net belongs to ES 3 PR. 
There exist three SMSs in Fig. 1 According to Proposition 1 and Theorem 1, control places are added for S 01 , S 02 , and S 03 as shown in Table 1 .
. It is verified that the net is live and maximally permissive.
For some nets, the redundancy problem of control places may arise in the process of computation [62] , [63] , [65] , [66] .
The two following properties in an i-order controlled net are found, which are useful to reduce unnecessary computation.
Property 1: Let S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 be three SMSs in 
We conclude that S 3 is always marked at any reachable marking M .
Definition 8: Let P R be the set of resource places in
is synthesized by all added control places with their corresponding arcs to (N , M 0 ). In other words, we have S and
and
To a certain extent, the computation process can be simplified according to Property 1 or 2. Then, we have F 0 = 0 − C 0 = {S 02 , S 03 , S 04 }. After adding three control places for each siphon in F 0 as shown in Table 2 , we have 1 = {V 01 , V 02 , V 03 }. The 1-order controlled net (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ) is obtained in Fig. 3 . There exists one siphon S 11 = {p 3 , p 4 , p 6 , p 10 , V 01 , V 02 } in 1 , and a storer S β = {p 3 , p 4 , p 6 , p 10 , p 13 11 can be marked at any reachable marking after a firstcontrolled net is synthesized according to Property 2. We can conclude that no SMS is generated in this iteration since S 11 does not need to be explicitly controlled. Consequently, the first stage is finished. V 02 , V 03 , and V 04 with their corresponding arcs are integrated into the net (N V 0 , M V 0 ) and a first-controlled net (N V , M 0V ) is obtained. By using the approach of controlling unmarked siphons from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 in an iterative way, the net is still not live. A way to explain it is provided in the next section.
IV. NON-MAX-MARKED SIPHONS CONTROL
For some S 3 PR nets such as the one shown in Fig. 1 , optimal Petri net supervisors can be obtained by only integrating all control places with their related arcs in the siphons control stage. While others like the net in Fig. 2 , they are not live after the first stage. Nevertheless, all of them are converted to S 4 PR nets after the first stage. In S 3 PR nets, deadlocks can be prevented by making all SMSs marked. Compared with S 3 PR nets, deadlocks can occur even if all SMSs are marked in S 4 PR nets. Hence, this section introduces the concept of max-controlled siphons. Note that a non-max-marked siphon is equivalent to an unmarked siphon in an S 3 PR net, and for an S 4 PR net, it will lead to deadlocks once non-maxmarked siphons exist. Thus, we need to detect whether there exist non-max-marked siphons in the net by solving MILP problems. In what follows, Definitions 9-12 and Theorem 2 are from [1] , [64] . In the sequel, for a given place p, we denote max t∈p
Definition 9: Let (N V , M 0V ) be a marked S 4 PR net and S be a siphon of N V . S is said to be max-marked at a marking
Definition 10: Let (N V , M 0V ) be a marked S 4 PR net and S be a siphon of N V . S is said to be non-max-marked at a marking
Definition 11: Let (N V , M 0V ) be a marked S 4 PR net and S be a siphon of N V . S is said to be max-controlled if S is max-marked at any reachable marking.
Definition 12: An S 4 PR net (N V , M 0V ) is said to satisfy the max-cs property (controlled-siphon property) if each minimal siphon of N V is max-controlled.
Theorem 2: Let (N V , M 0V ) be a marked S 4 PR net. It is live if it satisfies max-cs property.
Lemma 1 [4] : Let (N V , M 0V ) be a marked S 4 R net and S be a siphon of N V . S is max-controlled if there exists a P-invariant I such that ∀p ∈ (||I || − ∩ S), max p • = 1,
1) V n is a control place for a non-max-marked siphon S.
Proof: Since g S and r∈S R I r are P-invariants of
otherwise, h S = r∈S R I r − g S so that ||h S || − ∩ S = ∅ and ||h S || + = S. Therefore, S is max-controlled from Lemma 1.
As for ξ S n , it has the same function as ξ S in the siphons control. For more permissive behavior in a final-augmented net, ξ S n is expected to be minimal under the constraint condition in Proposition 2. When p ∈ P S , max p • − 1 = 0. Therefore,
. Let ξ S n = p∈S R (max p • − 1) + 1 be a minimum value to ensure that S is max-controlled.
The control policy in this stage is called non-max-marked siphons control. For a first-controlled net (N V , M 0V ), a nonmax-marked siphon is computed by solving an MILP problem. Then, a control place is added by Proposition 2 to the net, which makes the siphon max-controlled. Repeat the above two steps until no non-max-marked siphon can be found in a final-augmented net (N V , M 0V ). As a result, each siphon is max-controlled, which means that the net is live because it satisfies the max cs-property. It is worth noting that a supervisor can be obtained without computing all siphons by this stage.
The method of determining whether there is a non-maxmarked siphon in (N V , M 0V ) by solving an MILP problem is shown below [1] :
where
P×T → N, and k = X T M 0V . Here the three constants K 1 , K 2 and L are defined as
The first constraint ensures that s is the characteristic vector of a siphon S. Let X be a matrix where each column is a P-semiflow of (N V , M 0V ), and the set of invariant markings is denoted by 9 , it is easy to find g S = Th(S) + V n = p 2 + p 3 + p 4 + 2p 6 + 2p 8 + 2p 9 + V n , and
second equation ensures that M belongs to the set I X (N V , M 0V ). The third guarantees that for all
is obtained after adding this control place V n into (N V , M 0V ) due to the fact that no non-max-marked siphon exists in (N V , M 0V ). As a result, (N V , M 0V ) with 218 states is maximally permissive.
V. DEADLOCK PREVENTION POLICY
This section develops a deadlock prevention policy by synthesizing the above two stages for S 3 PR nets. In the case of a first-controlled net has no non-max-marked siphon, it is proved that an optimal supervisor can be obtained.
Algorithm 1 can synthesize a liveness-enforcing supervisor for an S 3 PR model (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ) if some conditions are satisfied. The first stage is to compute the set of SMSs 0 in (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ) and select the set of SMSs that need to be explicitly controlled F 0 from 0 , and then, a control place V S is added for each SMS in F 0 . Removing all resource places with their related arcs and reserving newly added control places with their related arcs produce a 1-order controlled net (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ). Continue to compute SMSs and add control places for them. Repeat the above steps until no SMSs are generated. A first-controlled net (N V , M 0V ) is obtained by synthesizing all added control places at each iteration into the original net (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ). Next, in the second stage, we check whether (N V , M 0V ) has a non-max-marked siphon or not. Note that if it has none, the net is already optimally controlled; otherwise, a non-max-marked siphon is computed by solving an MILP problem (5) and controlled by Proposition 2 at each iteration. A final-augmented net (N V , M 0V ) is obtained until no non-max-marked siphon exists.
Algorithm 1 A Liveness-Enforcing Supervisor for an S 3 PR
Input: Proof: In an S 3 PR, deadlocks stem from the existence of at least one unmarked siphon S ([S] competes resources with S S and finally holds all resource units). An approach that designs a control place by Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 can prevent S from being unmarked. During the siphons control stage, original resources places are removed and added control places are regarded as new resources places at each iteration. Therefore, the operation places in siphons of (N V i , M 0V i ) may be contained in the complementary sets of new SMSs of (N V i+1 , M 0V i+1 ). Let P t i (i = 0, 1, . . . , m) be the subset of operation places in (N V i , M 0V i ), satisfying
Suppose that p ∈ P t i contains at least one token. Then t ∈ P • t i will definitely fire. We conclude that the firing of t ∈ P • t i due to p ∈ P t i cannot lead to a deadlock and p ∈ P t i is no longer the holder of resources in (N V i+1 , M 0V i+1 ), which means that the places in P t i do not compete for resources in (N V i+1 , M 0V i+1 ), and then they cannot be in the complementary sets of new SMSs. Thus, the number of SMSs can decrease after each iteration. The siphons control stage will terminate. All added control places with their associated arcs are synthesized into (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ), resulting in a firstcontrolled net (N V , M 0V ). As for the second stage, we make a non-max-marked siphon controlled in terms of a control place designed by Proposition 2. By repeating the above steps, if every siphon in (N V , M 0V ) is max-controlled, the net is live by Theorem 2.
) is optimally controlled if there does not exist a non-max-marked siphon.
Proof: According to the siphons control stage, we can ensure that each siphon S is optimally controlled through adding control places by Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. If no non-max-marked siphon exists, the second stage is not necessary. As a result, (N V , M 0V ) is optimally controlled.
VI. EXAMPLES A. EXAMPLE 1
The net system in Fig. 5 Table 3 .
Hence, we have 1 = {V 01 , V 02 , V 03 , V 04 , V 05 } and implicitly controlled. As no SMS needs to be controlled in (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ), we integrate all control places with their related arcs to (
In the second stage, the net can be updated into (N V , M 0V ) = (P, T , F V , W V ), where P = P 0 ∪ P R ∪ P S ∪ . A non-max-marked siphon S 1 is found by solving an MILP problem (5) 
is obtained due to the fact that no non-max-marked siphon can be found in the net, where = {V 1 , V 2 }. It is live and maximally permissive with 205 states. According to Algorithm 1, an optimal supervisor is obtained by adding seven control places. Table 6 . A 1-order controlled net (
Continue to compute SMSs in 1 of (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ). Details about SMSs are shown in Table 7 . We have F 1 = ∅ according to Property 2. Since siphons in 1 are implicitly controlled, all added control places are synthesized into (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ) and a first-controlled net (N V , M 0V ) = (P, T , F V ) is obtained, where P = P 0 ∪ P R ∪ P S ∪ , = 1 , and
In the second stage, we need to determine whether there exist non-max-marked siphons in the net by solving MILP problems (5) . The related information is shown in Table 8 . After eight siphons are controlled successively, i.e,
there is no nonmax-marked siphon and finally we obtain a final-augmented Table 10 shows a comparison among several control policies. Compared with [2] , [39] , and [40] , we obtain an optimal supervisor with less control places. As for [38] , we do not need to consider the reachability graphs.
VII. DISCUSSION
Note that a set of linear control places (computed by the P-invariant-based method in this paper) cannot exactly decide or characterize a legal state space that is non-convex. The following example is to illustrate a thoughtful case. Consider an FMS with two production routings as shown in Fig. 7 , which has a non-convex legal space. There are 15 SMSs in the (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ), as shown in Table 11 .
Since Table 12 . Removing the resource places and reserving the control places and the 1-order controlled net (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ) is obtained. According to Property 2, the SMSs in (N V 1 , M 0V 1 ) are implicitly controlled. We have F 1 = ∅. Then all control places are added to the (N V 0 , M 0V 0 ) and a first-controlled net (N V , M 0V ) is obtained.
Five non-max-marked siphons are found by solving MILP problems (5) five times, as shown in Tables 14 and  15 . A problem arises when we try to compute a new non-max-marked siphon. It generates an identical siphon as S 5 , which means that S 5 is not controlled. Thus, the iteration cannot be terminated. As a result, the method of adding linear control places is not feasible for a net with a non-convex legal space.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a two-stage deadlock prevention policy for FMSs by using structural analysis techniques. The first stage is called siphons control, which aims to optimally control all SMSs. If a net is still not live after the first stage, then the second stage, called non-max-marked siphons control, is carried out. A non-max-marked siphon is computed by solving an MILP problem, and then the siphon is maxcontrolled by adding a control place. Repeat the above steps until no max-marked siphon is found in a final-augmented net. In this stage, we do not need a complete siphon enumeration by utilizing MILP problems to compute siphons. In some cases, it is shown that the proposed method can lead to an optimal supervisor. As for the nets with a non-convex legal state space, the method cannot be used. Our future work will consider how to combine the notion of resourcetransition circuits with transition covering in [57] and siphon computation and control in [8] and [61] . Furthermore, we will consider extending the policy to automata-based methods for the control of FMSs [26] , [27] , [47] , [48] .
APPENDIX
A generalized Petri net [4] is a 4-tuple N = (P, T , F, W ) where P and T are finite, non-empty, and disjoint sets. P is the set of places and T is the set of transitions with P ∪ T = ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅. F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is called a flow relation of the net, represented by arcs with arrows from places to transitions or from transitions to places. W : (P×T )∪(T ×P) → N is a mapping that assigns a weight to an arc: W (x, y) > 0 if (x, y) ∈ F, and W (x, y) = 0, otherwise, where x, y ∈ P ∪ T . N = (P, T , F, W ) is called an ordinary net, denoted by N = (P, T , F), if ∀f ∈ F, W (f ) = 1. Note that ordinary and generalized Petri nets have the same modeling power. The only difference is that the latter may have improved modeling efficiency and convenience. N ](•, t) ). The incidence matrix [N ] of a net N can be naturally divided into two parts Pre and Post according to the token flow by defining [N ] = Post − Pre, where Pre : P × T → N and Post : P × T → N, respectively.
Let x ∈ P ∪ T be a node of net N = (P, T , F, W ). The preset of x is defined as • x = {y ∈ P ∪ T | (y, x) ∈ F}. While the postset of x is defined as x • = {y ∈ P ∪ T | (x, y) ∈ F}. For t ∈ T , p ∈ • t is called an input place of t and p ∈ t • is called an output place of t. For p ∈ P, t ∈ • p is called an input transition of p and t ∈ p • is called an output transition of p.
A marking M of a Petri net N is a mapping from P to N. 
